
Stress shift in Dutch hexameters 

Anneke Neijt 

1. Stress and accent 

In Dutch, stress identifies words. In rare cases it is the only difference between 
segmentally homophonous words, cf. kánon-kanôn 'cannon-canon'. The difference 
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0. Introduction 

The majority of recent publications in generative phonology is based on the 
hypothesis that there is one abstract representation for stress, accent and rhythm, 
or on the hypothesis of representations that are derived from each other.1 These 
hypotheses receive support form the existence of connections and dependencies 
between the phenomena described. The present paper follows a different line of 
research: it assumes a modular organization of prosodic structure, with 
autonomous levels that are related to, but not transformationally derived from 
each other. The feasibility and naturalness of this approach is illustrated with the 
help of an account of word distribution in De Roy van Zuydewijn's Odyssee 
(1992), a modern Dutch translation of Homer's Odyssey in fairly strict hexame
ters. Data will be presented to show that the hexameters are conditioned by stress, 
not by accent, and that the relation between stress and poetic meter can be 
established on the basis of metrical deep structures in terms of the Disyllabic 
Word Constraint, a reformulation of the Monosyllabic Word Constraint that has 
been developed for English iambic verse. 

As the approach followed here is a modular one, autonomous levels represent 
stress, accent and meter. Although stress is the most central of these levels, it is 
assumed that one level of description for stress is sufficient, even for stress shift 
phenomena. Rhythmic Adjustment in nominal compounds, cf. tîmmerman-
(scheeps)timmermán '(ship)carpenter' follows as a consequence of the Disyllabic 
Word Constraint. The distribution of words with Stress Retraction such as 
boogvormig-boogvormig 'bow-like' follows likewise if such words are considered 
prosodic phrases in stead of compounds. 
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The position of primary stress can be perceived easily if the word or phrase is in 
focus, since then the DTE bears accent. In (2a) this is the first syllable, in (2b) it 
is the final syllable, as can be seen in contexts such as geen édelman, maar een 
boer 'not a knight, but a farmer' and geen edel man, maar een groot vorst 'not a 
noble man, but a great king'. Accent is realized as a tonal movement (cf. Pier-
rehumbert 1980, Gussenhoven 1984, Baart 1987): usually, the tone aligned with 
the utterance shifts to a higher level, cf.: 

is expressed by means of the representations in (1) (setting aside irrelevant 
details), with small s and w for strong and weak stress: 

The syllable with primary stress is the syllable dominated by strong nodes only. It 
is called the 'designated terminal element' (DTE). Stress also reflects 
morphological and syntactic constituent structure: édelman 'knight' is a compound 
that receives compound stress (the left node is strong), whereas edel man 'good, 
noble man' is a phrase with a stronger right node, e.g. (2) (M and Ø abbreviate 
mot and phrase): 

In these examples stress and accent coincide, but this is only so under wide scope, 
i.e. when full constituents are in focus, cf. (4a) and (5a). In the case of narrow 
scope (i.e. when parts of constituents are in focus), stress and accent no longer 
coincide, cf. (4b) and (5b) (underlining indicates the scope of focus): 
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(5) 

three days or four years three days or four days 

In sum, the difference between stress and accent is that stress reflects 
morphological and syntactic structure, whereas accent expresses the distinction 
between old and new information.2 

2. Poetic meter 

In classical poetry, lines of verse are organized into feet with a regular 
distribution of macron and breve (strong and weak positions), represented by 
capital S and W in order to distinguish these from the small s and w that represent 
stress. 

Meter, the choice of poetic constituency and recurrence of beat patterns, is 
established beforehand in classical verse. It is largely independent of the content. 
Consider the way telephone numbers get their prosodic structure: 615316 can be 
represented as 61-53-16, 6-15-3-16, 615-316, etc. The most acceptable beat 
pattern is the iambic pattern, but other patterns are possible: 

It has been proposed (e.g. in grid versions of metrical phonology, cf. Selkirk 1984, Gussenhoven 
1991 and others) that accents should be represented in metrical or prosodic structure, thereby 
distinguishing metrical surface and deep structure. Below, it will be shown that accent positions are 
irrelevant to the aspects of poetic meter in the Odyssee discussed here, and that metrical deep 
structure provides sufficient information for the description of the distribution of words with a so-
called vacillating stress pattern. 

Ordinary language is less flexible, but still allows several scansions. For instance: 
a phrase such as sprak een stem tot Piet 'spoke a voice to Piet' figures adequately 
in trochaic and iambic lines (Loots 1979), cf. (7): 

(iambs) 
(trochees) 
(anapests) 
(dactyls) 
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These examples illustrate the difference between meter on the one hand and stress 
and accent on the other: meter is assigned by free choice and conscious reflection, 
whereas stress and accent are dictated by the language and assigned automatically. 
Language users assign different beat patterns to an utterance, especially when the 
linguistic structure is short and unarticulated, as in telephone numbers. The fact 
that different possibilities are allowed, presumably causes the assignment of beat 
patterns to take some time; only after several attempts will one find the best 
pattern for an utterance. 

The Odyssee consists of hexameters, i.e. each line has six feet. The first four 
feet are dactyls or trochees, the fifth is a dactyl and the final one a trochee, cf.: 

These hexameters share a number of constraints with English and Dutch iambic 
verse (Halle and Keyser 1971, Kiparsky 1975, 1977, Zonneveld 1992): as in 
iambic verse, a single syllable occupies a position in the hexameters, but if two 
vowels are adjacent or separated by a sonorant, two syllables may occupy a single 
position (a ligature indicates this; the dots indicate incomplete parts of lines): 

In such cases, at least one of the vowels is schwa. 
The disyllabic foot of the Odyssee consists of macron and breve, SW rather 

than SS, since syllables with schwa occur in the second position of this foot (cf. 
eigen, druiven, trossen in (8)). The choice of SW over SS allows (10) as a general 
constraint for the Odyssee: 

(10) No syllables with schwa are in S position. 

A similar remark concerns dactyls. They must be represented as SWW, since 
otherwise words such as mannetjeszwijnen (xiv,16), verschriklijke (v,109) and 
verschrikkelijk (ix,190) with two consecutive schwa's, indicated by small letters, 
would violate constraint (10). 
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Although SWW seems the obvious choice for dactyls, Prince (1989:58) 
presents two arguments in favor of another structure, SSW, for Ancient Greek 
hexameters. Prince's first argument is, that the derivation of a disyllabic foot is 
stated more easily. The left branching dactyl in (11a) does not represent the 
intuition that dactyls divide into two metrical positions, with a further split of the 
second position: 

However, one might likewise argue against (l1b), since this structure misses the 
generalization usually present in prosodic structure, that that W is non branching. 

Prince's second argument relates to the distribution of the caesura. In classical 
hexameters, a word boundary may not fall at the center of the line (between the 
third and fourth foot), but must be one or two syllables before the middle of the 
line, or one syllable thereafter. This constraint can be stated elegantly only for 
(l1b): the caesura must fall no more than one metrical constituent from the 
center, which is one or two syllables to the left and one syllable to the right of 
the center in a right branching structure. 

This empirical argument does not hold in the Odyssee, in which the caesura 
(indicated by slashes) occurs also at the center of the line or two syllables 
thereafter: 

On these data no arguments for Prince's SSW structure of the dactyls in the 
Odyssee can be based. The general constraint (10) is a strong argument in favor 
of SWW, and as a second argument for SWW, the possibility of a secondary beat 
on the third syllable can be added, cf. (14) where grave accents indicate such 
beats: 
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This distribution of beats is accommodated by SWW as structured in (11a), in 
which the final W is stronger than the first one. 

3. The relation between accent, stress and meter 

As accent and stress are different aspects of prosody, the question of the relation 
between either of these and poetic meter must be addressed separately. Observe 
that accents occur in S positions: 

The number of accents per line is variable, and sometimes other readings are 
available. On the basis of (15), we might conclude that accents are constitutive 
elements of the hexameter, as they never occur in W positions. This is not 
generally the case, however, as shown in (16): 

In (16c-d), the author has marked the relevant accents with diacritics, providing 
further evidence for the conclusion that accents may occur on W positions. The 
fact that accents usually are on S positions can be explained by the fact that 
accents relate to stress and that stress has a strict correspondence with poetic 
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meter. As accent and stress need not coincide, it follows that accent and meter do 
not either. 

In above mentioned English studies, different accounts have been presented of 
the relation between stress and iambs. Halle and Keyser (1971) use the Stress 
Maximum Principle: 'A stress maximum may only occupy even positions within a 
verse, but not every even position need be so occupied.' A stress maximum is 
formed by any syllable receiving greater stress than the two syllables adjacent to 
it in the same line of verse. The principle is formulated in the phonological 
tradition of the sixties, which explains the use of even and odd positions in the 
line instead of syllables, higher prosodic constituents such as poetic feet, and S or 
W positions therein. Kiparsky (1975, 1977) replaces the Stress Maximum 
Principle with the empirically preferable Monosyllabic Word Constraint, cast in 
the modern prosodic framework. The constraint requires major stresses in W 
positions to be monosyllabic words. Kiparsky's formulation of the rule is as 
follows (1977, 195): 

(17) Monosyllabic Word Constraint 
There is no correspondence of the form <s,W>, where s is a lexical 
stress. 

This constraint is based on the assumption that lexical stress is present for words 
of more than one syllable, not for monosyllabic words. The constraint prohibits 
main stress (the DTE) of polysyllabic words to be aligned with the W position of 
the iamb. 

Dactyls display two weak positions, which suggests that for these feet, the 
Monosyllabic Word Constraint must be replaced by the Disyllabic Word 
Constraint: lexical stresses of disyllabic words, but not of words with more than 
two syllables, are predicted to be found in the weak positions of a dactyl. This 
prediction is borne out in the Odyssee: 

The following reformulation of (17) accounts for this distribution: 
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(19) Disyllabic Word Constraint 
a There is no correspondence of the form <s,W>, where s is the DTE of 

words of more than two syllables. 
b There is no correspondence of the form <s,W>, where s is the DTE of 

words of two syllables, unless the weak sister node of this s is in W 
position as well. 

This rule incorporates the Monosyllabic Word Constraint; it allows both mono-
and disyllabic words to be in W positions. The constraint holds for nominal 
compounds as well (which in Dutch are written as words, i.e. not separated by 
spaces): the DTE of compounds of more than two syllables is always in S 
position, disyllabic words embedded in compounds may be in WW position: 

(20) Disyllabic words within nominal compounds 
'front porch' 
'husband' 
'chariot man' 
'guest friendship' 

Observe that Rightward Rhythmic Adjustment in nominal compounds 
(Gussenhoven 1983, Gilbers 1987, Kager and Visch 1988, Visch 1989) follows 
from the Disyllabic Word Constraint: in such cases a mono- or disyllabic part of a 
nominal compound is in W position. Examples are áanvoerders - légeraanvòerder 
(iv,156; 'leader - army leader', âppelbomen - granâatappelbòmen (vii,115; 'apple 
trees - pomegranate trees', timmerman - schéepstimmermàn 'carpenter - ship 
carpenter'. This is possible even for DTE's of compounds embedded, as long as 
the DTE of the compound in toto is in S position, cf.: 

The word timmerman is aligned with WWS in scheepstimmerman (21a) although 
this alignment is not found elsewhere, and seems impossible outside this context. 
The only contexts for timmerman not embedded in a compound are SWS and 
SWW, cf. (21b) and (21c). These findings are represented schematically in (22): 
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(22) 

This distribution thus follows from the Disyllabic Word Constraint if the DTE of 
words is taken to be also the DTE of the top node of compounds, not the DTE of 
the compounds embedded in compounds. WWS for timmerman in (22a) is then 
not allowed, since the DTE of this word tim- is not aligned with S. It is allowed 
in scheepstimmerman, however, with scheeps- as DTE, and (22b,c) show that 
scheeps-, being the DTE, always must be aligned with S. 

4. Stress Retraction 

As shown above, the variable scansions within nominal compounds are allowed 
by the Disyllabic Word Constraint, but this constraint does not allow the freedom 
of scansion present in other types of compounds, e.g. the adjectival ones, such as 
fijndradig 'fine-thread-ed', gastvrij 'hospitable', toekomstig 'future-al', and 
boogvormig 'bow-like'. In many instances ambiguous scansions are available for 
these words, cf. (23), but (24) and (25) contain examples which are either scanned 
as WS or SW. 

(23) Ambiguous scansions 

(24) 
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5. Conclusions, consequences and directions of future research 

The above description of the relation between poetic meter, the predefined beat 
pattern of lines of verse, and linguistic aspects of prosody such as accent and 
stress shows that poetic meter in the Odyssee is based on stress, not on accent, 
and that the relation between stress and meter can be defined in terms of the 
Disyllabic Word Constraint. This constraint allows different scansions of words 
within compounds, and thereby renders Rhythmic Adjustment superfluous. The 
constraint holds for nominal compounds, not for adjectival ones. Adjectival 
compounds show the freedom of scansion attained in phrases. If indeed these 
compounds are phrases (for which conclusion independent evidence has been 
provided in the literature), the relation between poetic meter and stress can be 
defined on the basis of metrical deep structure. 

In a modular approach to stress and meter, Rhythmic Adjunction and Stress 
Retraction are no longer rules of an ad hoc nature, but are predicted to occur by 
the rule defining the relation between stress and meter. Stress can be represented 
by a structure that is similar to syntactic and morphological structure for a large 

These examples, instances of Stress Retraction (cf. Gussenhoven 1983, Kager and 
Visch 1988, Visch 1989, Neijt 1990) appear to be counterexamples to the 
Disyllabic Word Constraint, which allows ws constituents to align with WS or 
WW, but not with *SW. However, these compounds are distinct from ordinary 
compounds in their phrasal stress, which suggests that adjectival compounds are 
phrases instead of compounds. Illustrative in this respect is the fact that gastvrij in 
gastvrijheid 'hospitality', a noun derived from the adjectival compound, only 
occurs at the WS position. 

The above data therefore contribute to the discussion concerning the status of 
such kinds of compounds, cf. Trommelen and Zonneveld (1976), who argue that 
they are phrases, and Backhuys (1989), who argues against this. If these 
adjectives are phrases, their behaviour follows without further ado from the 
Disyllabic Word Constraint. 
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part; presumably the only difference being that stress structures are less deeply 
embedded. 

Observe that the Disyllabic Word Constraint formulates the relation between 
stress and meter for words and nominal compounds, not for higher prosodic 
constituents. The relation between accent, stress and meter for these higher 
constituents needs further study, as shown by (27), some of the very few 
examples of lines with five feet in the Odyssee: 

(27) 't schip en stuur op die klip aan, maar zorg te vermijden (xii,220) 
Maar op zijn minst zal ik heer van mijn huis zijn en meester (i,397) 

Both could be considered hexameters on the basis of the Disyllabic Word 
Constraint, since these lines consist of monosyllabic words. The scansions 
obtained then, however, are counterintuitive. For this, other constraints than the 
Disyllabic Word Constraint must provide an explanation. 

In the final stage of preparation, I received Beltman, Holtman and Zonneveld 
(to appear), a study of Odysseia, also a recent metrical translation of Homer's 
work. Both the theoretical point of departure of this study and the prosodic 
characteristics of the Odysseia are different, which is why a comparison of both 
approaches and poems is left for future research. 
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